
 
 
 
 

MONTESSORI  DEPARTMENT 
 

On this Mother’s Day, the students of PP I and PP II showered their moms with 
love and affection through various activities like baking a cake for their 
mommies, helping them in kitchen & making lemonade for them etc. 

 
 
 
 

The COVID- 19 heroes of the nation such as doctors, nurses, policemen, and 
sanitation workers have been working tirelessly since the pandemic outbreak. 
So, our little learners thanked their efforts and paid gratitude by making thank 
you cards & badges for the labourers. Kids under the guidance of their parents 
also shared some packed eatables with labourers near their houses. 

 
 
 

 

To spread the awareness about the positive effects of laughing, online laughter 
yoga was conducted for the tiny-tots. 

 
 
 
 

To inculcate the value of healthy eating, some easy recipes like – making yummy 
potato cutlet, watermelon pizza, and happy rings- apple donut were shared 
online with children. 

 
 
 
 

With the motive of enhancing eye- hand coordination, online vegetable printing 
activities were organised for Montessori kids 

 

 

Stories enhance the listening skills in children & build vocabulary. Visual 
Online Story narration event saw active participation of all children of 
Montessori department. 



Indoor physical exercises & indoor maze activities were planned for our young 
Bal Bharatians to keep them fit and healthy. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PRIMARY DEPARTMENT 
 

Our little ones saluted the dedicated services of the support staff and showed 
their appreciation for the work they do every day through various activities like 
Poster Designing with inspirational messages and thank you cards. 

 
 

Children displayed their love, respect and appreciation for their mothers in 
various creative ways on Mother's Day 

 

 

Hasya Kavita Manchan was organized for the students of classes I and II on the 
occasion of World Laughter Day. 

 

 

Children of classes I and II paid their gratitude to honour Nurses through ‘thank 
you cards’ and self-composed poems. 

 

 

Cooking without fire activity was conducted to create awareness about the 
nutritional value of food cooked without fire. Children prepared healthy dishes 
and served the same to their family members in an artistic and aesthetic way. 

 

 

The much quieter atmosphere is encouraging us to venture into firm bonding 
and cherish the time spent with our family. On the occasion of International Day 
of Families, the students shared their joyous moments spent with their parents 
with their teachers. 

 
 

Mindwars quiz was organised for the students of classes IV – V to enrich their 
vocabulary and to enable them to transcend boundaries of textbooks. 


